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SOME BASIC QUESTIONS

 WHY IS TRUST IMPORTANT IN THE REGULATORY CONTEXT (AND IN

REGULATORY DELIVERY)?

 WHY IS TRUST IN CRISIS?

 WHEN TRUST IS POOR, IS IT POSSIBLE TO RESTORE TRUST?
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Why is trust important in the regulatory context?
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Trust in institutions is associated to higher degrees of 

compliant behaviours

As a consequence, trust works :

- by limiting costs of implementation

- by limiting costs of enforcement

- by facilitating cooperation in regulatory delivery

- by limiting litigation.

Trust is currently a major institutional goal in order to 

improve institutions’ legitimacy, to increase 

compliance with rules and to reduce costs associated to 

legislation and regulation, whatever their nature (for 

implementing and enforcing as well as for litigation).



Why is trust important in the regulatory context?
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 Compliance is one among determinants of regulatory

effectiveness

1. COMPREHENSIBILITY, 
VALIDITY AND

ENFORCEABILITY

(adopting
comprehensible, valid
and feasible rules)

2. COMPLIANCE AND

ENFORCEMENT

(increasing compliance
and reducing costs of 
enforcement)

3. OUTCOME

(achieving objectives of 
rules and avoiding
undesired effects)

Trust
as the intangible factor of regulatory effectiveness



Measuring trust 

and confidence

in institutions



Why trust in institutions and in legislation

enters a crisis?
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 Internal reasons (features of trust)

Trust is unstable

Trust is simpler to destroy than to restore

Trust and controls are alternative way to achieve
compliance but the alternativity may work only at
certain conditions



Criticisms on the side of 

regulatory quality and quantity
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Regulatory overload

Regulatory inflation

Social indigestion (impossibility to 

assimilate the surplus)



Criticisms on the side of regulatory delivery
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Procedural justice and cooperative enforcement

Credibility of rules

Consistency of prescriptive messages

Enforcement as non-verbal communication



Criticisms related to regulatory failures
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Regulatory failures

Corruption

Sectorial regulatory failures



Is it possible to restore trust (when trust is poor)?
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Restoring trust policies are complex because : 

- trust consists not only in emotions but also expresses cognitive 
profiles

- trust is sensitive to expertise, benevolence, integrity

- trust is resistant to power in the sense that is impossible to 
coerce

- trust grows with use and is reduced by disuse

«As if» strategy.



Is it possible to restore trust (when trust is poor)?
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 Restoring trust policies requires an integrated approach by 

assuming that people consider facts and not only words. 

 The focus seems to be on regulatory delivery and interaction with 

authorities (downstream) when people and public officers come 

into contact (inspections , fair communication)

…but only what starts good ends good, so pay attention also to

 quality of regulation (upstream) 

 less but better rules (defensive administration)

 Rules which have to take care ex ante about regulatory delivery (administrative

tolerance)


